Professional Practice Planning – Plan 1 – From a service
with little time and few resources ...
To be able to demonstrate developing Educators skills and knowledge appropriate to our shared goal
of moving from ‘Meeting’ to ‘Exceeding’.

June: Getting to know the current
practices in each of the rooms

July: Getting to know the skills and
knowledge of all of the Educators

Method: Observation and
conversation – make notes

Method: Observation and
Conversation – make notes

September: Summarise a picture of
where we should be heading to
provide the best professional
pathway for staff that gives the best
outcome for children

September: Discuss with the
Director, then Director and room
leaders

Method: Make notes with
references on what I have gathered
and summarise with dot point
recommendations

-Refine plan and develop
implementation plan

August: Research professional
practice goals and outcomes and
what it could look like in our service
Method: On-line research, talk to
professional network, visit other
services – make notes

October: The Plan
Beginning by giving all Educators a
simple overview around table –
discussion style – give why,
summary of everyone’s input, a
simple step by step fact sheet,
discuss and refine plan. Workshop
how it will be implemented with
Educators. Make notes on butcher’s
paper in staff room and leave for a
few days so everyone can review it.

We have agreed we need to:
•
•
•
•
•

Understand child development better and use that in our observations and planning
Understand why relationships and communication are so important to a child’s learning and
wellbeing and how we should genuinely support that
Better understand how to use our observations in our planning
Spend some time learning about intentional teaching
Better understand critical reflection – but stop stressing about it – do it better but not through more
writing – just better writing.
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